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The Picture Atlas
Oceans - Volcanic islands - Coral reefs - Marine life of reefs - The Antarctic - Winds and waves - Tides - Fishing - Oil - Gas - Shipping.
Illustrations and maps introduce the geography, culture, and trivia facts of each continent, and suggests activities to explore geography in depth.
Children can explore the world one flap at a time with this colorful new atlas.
Picture Atlas- This journey around the world introduces everything from landmarks and animals to foods and sights from all over the globe. Packed with clear information and
dramatic photographs Fully cross-referenced to guide the reader to related entries and topics Bite-size key points help children to remember the facts Extends vocabulary by
introducing subject-related words and explaining their meaning Essential reference books to support project work at home or at school
Includes maps and other pertinent information about the geography, industries, and population of each of the fifty states.
Explore the world by looking not only at borders, mountains, rivers, seas and oceans, but by discovering the natural wonders of the world, historical artefacts, amazing animals,
fascinating cultures and much much more.With stunning illustrations from the incredible Jill Calder, The Picture Atlas is quite unlike anything you've seen before. From the
freezing Arctic Circle with its powerful orca whales, to the amazing Sydney Opera House and the Great Barrier Reef, learn, explore and be amazed by the wonders of the
world.Bursting full of beautiful artwork, informative maps and astounding facts, take a trip around the world like you've never seen it before.
A wonderfully big Picture Atlas for children to learn the basis of world geography. Lots of busy maps with fun illustrations to learn about the food and culture of other countries as
well as capital cities. Putting pictures onto facts helps with memory and this big, satisfying book will help children memorize geography facts with ease.
Specially designed to introduce young children to the world in which they live, this fully illustrated atlas features up-to-date maps of the countries of the world in rich, colorful
detail. Pictorial maps boost knowledge Packed with essential facts Fully
Presents an overview of the countries of the world, explaining how to look at a map, where people live n the Earth, and major countries and regions.
This richly illustrated book collects and explores the colorful histories behind a striking range of real antique maps that are all in some way a little too good to be true. Discover the
city that wants to switch states, the patch of Idaho where crimes can't be prosecuted, and the Civil War plan for the north to secede. Learn about the U.S. Congressman who
made the most incredible geographic blunder of all time, the U.S. coin that botched the map of Georgia, and a list of movies that get their geography all wrong. Find the place
where 5 states meet (almost), and learn the most likely location of Atlantis. Best of all, Fun Maps has dozens of original maps, all optimized for viewing on your Kindle.
This simple atlas introduces the seven regions of the world using key geographical skills that every child should learn. From how to read beautifully illustrated maps to discovering
what links each region and makes them different, the information collected here provides a basis from which all children can learn to explore their world.
Features a world map as well as maps of each of the continents with liftable flaps that reveal various facts and trivia. On board pages.
This Is Australia Picture Atlas is a bright and beautiful celebration of the country, with more than 70 flaps to lift! Explore every state and territory of Australia. Discover the unique
wildlife and animals that call Australia home, and uncover some fantastic facts about Australian people and their past. Written by sparkly Australian author Samone Amba, and
illustrated by Brisbane illustrator and surface designer Kasey Rainbow (yes, that's a real name!), this book dazzles with all the things that make Australia amazing! With more
than 70 flaps to explore.
A chronological history of the United States from the Stone Age to the present day.
This atlas helps young people explore the world and the animals which inhabit it. It includes simple maps of all the countries of the world, with illustrations of the species which live there and
details about their habitats.
Features maps and information about the countries, geography, ecology, population, customs, transportation, and economy of Africa.
When a magical little girl named Dark shows a frightened little boy the power of "switching on the night", his fears quickly fade away as he views the beauty of the stars and moon against the
dark night sky. Reprint.
This beautifully designed atlas will introduce young readers to Planet Earth's different continents and countries and their cities and landmarks. Each spread contains a fascinating fact about
the continent depicted, as well as labeled images of different cities and iconic landmarks. The process of how a globe is turned into a flat map is explained step by step on the back cover to
inform young readers. The intricate illustrations and sturdy format make this a perfect gift for young explorers.
An interactive journey around the world, on which children can place stickers of landmarks, animals and people in the right places, learning more about the world as they go. Fresh, modern
illustrations make this a lively and inviting first atlas.
Featuring more than 19 maps and packed with fun and fascinating information to feed children's interest in the world around them, The Kingfisher First Picture Atlas is perfect for all children
aged 5 and over. This fun reference tool is now available in paperback.
Text, photographs, paintings, and maps explore the history of astronomy, the solar system, the universe, and new space discoveries.
Discusses such topics as the formation and periodic changes of the earth's surface, historical attempts to draw accurate world maps, and the earth's various resources. Also includes physical, political,
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cultural, and faunal maps of six continents and a composite map of Antarctica.
Provides cartographic coverage of Earth, discussing vital geographic issues as reflected in thematic maps and infographics that cover topics ranging from climate change and population growth to civil strife
and freshwater scarcity.
Provides a picture of what life was like on earth in prehistoric times, how it evolved, and what can be learned from fossils.
The atlas opens with the continents, then presents a world view of countries before exploring deeper into each country and the exciting places to visit within each.
This is the perfect first atlas series for young children, illustrsated by Smarties Award winning artist Anthony Lewis. With easy-to-read maps, straightforward text, posters and bookmarks, these atlasses are
ideal for use at home or at school.
Encourage your child to play hidden pictures in order to encourage object constancy skills, which fules the ability to determine pictures based on their features. This means that regardless of how an artist
interprets an apple, your child will also recognize it as an apple. So what are you waiting for? Play hidden pictures today!
This picture book atlas of Canada is a whimsical, informative introduction to our country from sea to sea to sea. Each province and territory is featured on its own spread, with icons and labels indicating the
capital city, other major cities, key lakes and rivers, iconic landmarks, animals, and plants, significant national and provincial parks, and more. Each map is lively and colorful with plenty of details to discover.
Simple labels make key places and landmarks easily searchable for further research. Inspired by the illustrator's map of PEI, a longtime gift shop bestseller, My Canadaincludes basic information about
Canada and a full map of the country. Also available in French.
A new small-format edition of this stunning atlas for young children, beautifully illustrated in Linda Edwards' unique and utterly charming style. Every page is packed full of images and contains masses of
exciting and fascinating facts that will fire the imaginations of children everywhere. Countries around the world are brought to life, with landscapes, unique features and geographical landmarks vividly
described and illustrated. This comprehensive atlas contains an extensive glossary and index of places, plus a 'Trip Around the World' quiz.
Childrens atlas of the various regions of the world showing their geographic, cultural, and economic features. Relief shown by hill shading.
Explore every country of the world with this interactive atlas for young readers
Follow the Tyrannosaurus rex on an exciting journey around the globe. Eight maps and twelve stunning feature spreads invite readers to explore the prehistoric world. Each map is illustrated with colorful
pictorial icons showing the different dinosaurs and prehistoric creatures that lived on each continent. Feature spreads provide additional information about specific dinosaur species and their unique
environments. A simple numbered and lettered grid makes this atlas a perfect introduction to basic map-reading skills, as well as a memorable dinosaur reference.
This is a book of maps showing different parts of the world and it presents facts about people, animals, plants, and places.
Explore the Middle East and Central Asia! Take a look at their countries, people, cities, plants, animals, farming and industry, transportation, and leisure activities.
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